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Abstract. Fruit location is an important parameter for apple harvesting robot to
conduct picking task. However, it is difficult to obtain coordinates of each apple
under natural conditions. One of the major challenges is detecting adjacent
fruits accurately. Previous studies for adjacent detection have shortcomings
such as vast computation, difficulty in implementation and over-segmentation.
In this paper, we propose a novel and effective separating method for adjacent
apples recognition based on chain code information and obtain the centroid
coordinates of each fruit. Firstly, those valid regions of fruit are extracted by
pre-processing the initial image. Secondly, chain code information is obtained
by following the contour of extracted regions. Thirdly, through observing the
changing law of chain code difference and adopting local optimum principle,
concave points are found. Finally, the best point pairs are determined with
different matching principles, and those adjacent apples are separated exactly.
The experimental results show that the average rate of successful separation is
greater than 91.2% with the proposed method, which can meet the requirements
of applications in harvesting robots.
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Introduction

Apple harvesting robot is one of important research and application fields in
agriculture, the accurate and automatic recognition of fruit is part of its primary task
[1] [2] [3]. In the process, multi-fruit adjacent recognition is more difficult than the
others, because the adjacent region is apt to be considered as a whole, and centroid
coordinates acquired are not the ones of single fruit. In this case, Not only is
recognition rate affected, but also fruit may be damaged by hard manipulator and its
quality can be affected. How to recognize centroid coordinates of each apple is a
problem not satisfactorily resolved yet, due to the complexity of environment.
In the research of adjacent objects separation, many scholars have put forward
different methods, Such as mathematics morphological operation [4] [5] [6], improved
watershed algorithm [7], and active contour model tracking algorithm [8], etc.
However, there are some obvious shortcomings in these algorithms, including a need
to track the process of calculation every time, computation is vast, the demand of
computer software and hardware is higher, and results often appear over-segmentation.
Other scholars have studied unique brightness information within adjacent region to
separate the fruit [9], but the brightness difference on the surface of fruit is an
indispensable factor. Edge concave points split touching objects are widely used in
the field of cell segmentation [10]. Its main advantage is in a faster processing speed.
Extracting and matching those concave points are two important aspects. Using the
method for separating adjacent fruit has never been reported before. Under natural
conditions, noises, branches and leaves make fruit boundary uneven, and the adjacent
fruit recognition in real time also need to be taken into account, in this way,
conventional method is not applicable.
This paper presents a new separating method of adjacent apples based on machine
vision and chain code information. It consists of six main steps: extraction of valid
region, acquirement of chain code information, computation of chain code difference
between discrete points, selection of concave points referring to given thresholds,
match of those points according to different principles, determination of the
separating point pairs and realization of fruit separation. The experimental results
show that method is simple, effective, accurate and ideal for separating adjacent

apples.
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Materials and Methods

2.1

Materials

In this study, the cultivar of apple was Fuji. A digital camera (DH-HV3130UC,
CMOS color camera) was selected and shooting distance was 1.5m. A laptop was
used to program and drive the camera to acquire the RGB images. Image frames were
512×512 pixels in the BMP format. The software for image processing was
MATLAB7.0.

2.2

Valid Region Extraction

Observing those apple pictures taken from natural environment, the color of ripe fruit
is red while most of background is green. Both ends of a component of Lab color
space are just the two colors. Therefore, the model was used for segmentation. The
component can be matched by a non-linear combination of tricolor (Red, Green and
Blue) [11]. The transformational relationship is known as Eq. (1).
a=500[1.006(0.607R+0.174G+0.201B)1/3-(0.299R+0.587G+0.114B)1/3]

(1)

Fig. 1. Filtering the apple image (a) Original image, (b) Blurring image
Due to the influence of natural luminance, some objective colors aren’t red, which
results in losing some pixels after image segmentation. In order to reduce the effect, a

Gaussian lowpass filter was used to blur the initial image [12]. An example is
displayed in Fig.1.Then a component was used to separate fruits from background.
OTSU is regarded as an optimal means for auto threshold selection, it was used here
to convert filtered image to binary form [13]. Medium value filter and area threshold
were employed to remove noises.
The size of each ripe fruit is approximate and its shape is close to circle. When
shooting distance is fixed, the size of fruits located the same distance on the image is
similar. Calculating the sum of pix in many single-fruit regions, average area of fruit
is obtained; Rotating single fruit region to find maximal width of all external
rectangles and treating the width as average diameter of apple. By means of these
methods, Sthreshold and Dthreshold were calculated, which are both a vital requirement of
region extraction and constrain separating. It has been validated using data, finding
that best value was obtained when Sthreshold was set at 5800 and Dthreshold was set at 97.
Every area in the binary image was calculated. There was a multi-fruit adjacent region
if its area value was greater than Sthreshold and the region was kept. On the contrary,
there was a single apple and the region should be deleted by way of turning its gray
value into zero [14].
From the above process, adjacent region on the apple image was extracted, which
was called valid region. Speeds of separation and centroid coordinates determination
would be accelerated.

2.3

Separating Method

Fig. 2. Procedure of separation (a) Valid region image (b) Concave points image (c) Separated
image (d) Centroid coordinates image

Fig.2a shows that ideal cut-points always locate the position of concave points for
realizing apples separation. Therefore, it is significant that concave points are

extracted accurately. There are a lot of methods used for detecting concave points.
This paper exploits an idea based on boundary curvature to detect, because curvature
usually indicates the curving degree of border well. However, discrete curve is
discontinuous and non- differentiable, it is difficult to calculate the curvature directly.
Using the slope-difference of adjacent boundary line to describe curvature of line
segment intersection proves to be reasonably effective [15].
This Freeman chain code represents a chain as a sequence of direction codes from
one pixel to the adjacent one. This code is highly effective for compression of line
images. According to the contour information of valid region from the boundary trace,
chain code is obtained [16]. The common eight-direction chain code for the
representation of line-drawing data has low precision , because one difference equals
to 45°[17]. The concept of average chain code is introduced, which describes the
direction of line approximately, and can be replaced by chain code sum if the number
of points involved is fixed. Sum(i) denotes chain code sum and is given as Eq.2.
Sum(i)=A(i)+A(i-1)+…A(i-n+1)

(i=1,2,…n)

(2)

Where A(i) denotes absolute chain code of current point, specific procedure can be
found in [18]. A local boundary is similar to straight line, so its tangent
direction(slope) can be figured by the absolute chain code sum of n sequential points.
Selecting n=3 means the whole circle being divided into 24, one difference equals to
15°, therefore, the accuracy of direction judgment improves greatly.Diff(i) denotes the
difference of chain codes sum between the n sequential points ingoing and outgong,
and is shown as Eq.(3). The value is proportional to curvature, which indicates the
direction of boundary exactly and its positive and negative describes the
convexo-concave of concerns. If the boundary is clockwise, those positive chain code
difference shows concave points, while those negative shows convex points. The
graph of Sum(i) and Diff(i) is shown as Fig.3.
Diff(i)= Sum(i+n)-Sum(i)

(i=1,2,…n)

(3)

In order to calculate an arc length of boundary, a concept of accumulated length is
introduced, which indicates a length between starting and current point. Therefore, arc
length between any two points is equal to difference of each accumulated length. For
briefness, a step of level and vertical direction was set at 1,while other steps were set
at 1.5. The corresponding rate of arc and chord was obtained by calculating distance
and accumulated length between two points.
The boundary of the digital image is not absolutely smooth, and corners are mainly

points ,whose chain code differences do not belong to the interval [-1,2]. For the sake
of finding concave points of adjacent fruit boundary, those points corresponding to
big curvature are extracted, where Diff(i)>M(i=1,2,…n) is a requirement. After
repeated test, M=2.5 was proved to be the best threshold. Chain code information of
points extracted was stored into a two-dimensional array.

Fig. 3. Graph of chain code sum and chain code difference
Because the accuracy of chain code difference is limited in the process of
extraction, several neighbouring concave points may be selected at the same time. For
this condition, the point of local maximal curvature should be selected from points
meeting the expression as dmn<K, where dmn is the distance between two concave
points, where K denotes a theshold of selecting candidate points. After experimental
comparison, this paper was set at K=9. Result of extracting concave points is shown
as Fig.2b.
According to different matching principles, point pairs matched could be located.
Then, these point pairs were connected to form a separating line, which could realize
the separation of adjacent apple. It is shown as Fig.2c.
If there is a region of two adjacent fruit, namely, expression is exhibited as
Sthreshold<Sl≤2Sthreshold, where Sl is the area of No.l valid region, only is a pair of
concave points obtained at last , so there is no need to match, but to connect points
directly.
If there is a region of many adjacent fruits, several pairs of concave points are
obtained, which is shown in Fig.2b. It is obvious that there is a problem of concave
pointe’s combination and match. On the basis of test and analysis, the matching

procedure includes two following steps:
(1) Start from the first element in the two-dimensional array of concave points, and
calculate the chord length between current and other point. The Equations can be
expressed as Eq.(4):
C(i,j)= ((xi-xj)2+(yi-yj)2)1/2

(i,j=1,2,…n)

(4)

Where C(i,j) is chord length between i point and j point. In order to advoid the
over-segmenting, those point pairs satisfy the predefined distance limits

C(i,j)<Dthreshold, Which are saved as matching point candidate.
(2) Let AC=Arc(i,j)/C(i,j) denotes the rate of arc and chord. Objective boundary
satisfied the major arc limitation, AC>/2 can form arc.As far as optimum separating
position is concerned, not only is its curvature relatively big but AC is local maximum.
By comparision AC of point pairs obtained from step 1 , the maximum and mark the
corresponding points position can be found. As soon as a pair of matching points is
determined, the gray value of separating line is changed into 0, then the region is
divided into two parts.To judge from Sthreshold, whether and which part has still
adjacent fruits, and repeat the above process until all adjacent regions are separated
completely. The separating flow is described as Fig.4.

Extract valid region

Acquire Chain code imformation

Calculate Chain code difference

Local optimum
principle

Select concavity points
Chord length is shorter than
given threshold
Match concavity points
Rate of arc and chord is Local
optimum value

N
Separate region

If it meets the end
requirement
Y
Calculate every region
centroid coordinates

Fig. 4.The flow chart of separation
2.4

Centroid Coordinates Computation

After the separation of adjacent fruit region, each centroid coordinates calculated was
regarded as approximate central position corresponding to a apple. Result is shown in
Fig.2d. Their values are often not an integer. Considering a fruit region’s size is far
greater than a pixel’one, and the rounding coordinates will not cause an obvious effect
on accuracy for post process.
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Results and Discussion

Fig. 5. Images for experiment (a)The back lighted apple images including a two adjacent
apples region (b)The back lighted apple images including a multi-apple adjacent region (c)The
front lighted apple images including three adjacent regions

With the purpose of evaluating the accuracy of centriod coordinates acquired after
using the separating method, 100 apple images were tested in this study. 3 images
were randomly selected to show the validate process. Each image was different from
shooting and adjacent conditions. Fig.5a with a back light included two adjacent fruits
occluded by leaves partly; Fig.5b with a back light included many adjacent fruits
occluded by leaves and branches partly; Fig.5c with a front light included three
adjacent regions, one was multi-fruit, two other were double-fruit. The aim of
recognition is to separate adjacent apples each other and acquiring every centroid
coordinates. The results acquired between by artificial and the newly presented
methods have been compared. The distance between the two centroid coordinates
weighs the disparity, the expression is followed as Eq.(5):
dmc= ((xm-xs)2+(ym-ys)2)1/2

(5)

Where (xm,ym) denotes centroid coordinates acquired by artificial method, (xs,ys)
denotes centroid coordinates acquired by the separating method. Table.1 exhibits the
comparison.
When dmc<10, it means successful in separation, Table.1 showed the most of results
meeting the above requirement, only two was largely different.No.5 fruit was
overlapped by front fruits on the Fig.5b, most parts occluded were separated during
the image processing, which resulted in notable coordinates migration; No.7 fruit was
occluded by the leaves and branches, which made its area smaller after the separation
of a component and its coordinates migrate. The rate of successful separation is

defined as Eq.(6).
RS=(NS/NT)×100%

(6)

Table 1. Comparison of experimental results between artificial calculation and separating
methods
Centric coordinate
Figure

Apple

Number

number

a

b

c

of artificial
calculation

Centric coordinate
of separating

centroid distance

method

dms

(xm,ym)

(xs,ys)

1

(161,253)

(162,253)

1.00

2

(198,214)

(201,213)

3.16

3

(334,170)

(337,172)

3.61

4

(395,202)

(395.198)

4.00

5

(440,172)

(426,165)

15.65

6

(456,197)

(460,196)

4.12

7

(226,172)

(232,181)

10.81

8

(279,210)

(282,213)

4.24

9

(315,280)

(314,277)

3.16

10

(200,377)

(198,376)

2.24

11

(272,375)

(273,382)

7.07

12

(358,458)

(354,453)

6.40

13

(412,418)

(412,417)

1.00

Where NS is the number of apple meeting the expression, dms<10, NT is the total
number of adjacent apples. Through testing with 100 apple images, we draw a
conclusion that the average rate of successful separation is greater than 91.2%, which
meets the requirements of application in harvesting robots. Furthermore, variable light
has not obvious impact on the separation.

4

Conclusion

In this study, a novel and effective method for separating adjacent apples is developed
in spite of various natural lighting conditions. Characteristics are as follows:

(1) In order to reduce the effect of natural luminance, a Gaussian lowpass filter is
used to blur the inital image. Considering the feature of apple image itself, the a
component of Lab color space is employed to separate fruits from background, then
medium value filter and area threshold are made use of removing image noises.
Following the above steps, ideal binary images of apple are acquired for post
processing.

(2) Valid regions of adjacent apples are extracted by area threshold method, which
can improve the speed of total image processing. Following the contour of extracted
regions, chain code information is obtained. Observing the changing law of chain
code difference and adopting local optimum, concave points are found. Through the
different matching principle, best point pairs are determined and adjacent apple can be
separated accurately. The rate of arc and chord and the length of segment chord are
key parameters of matching principle. Experimental results shows that average rate of
successful separation is greater than 91.2% by this method, and meet the practical
need of harvesting robot.
(3) However, there are some limitations for this method: Need of obvious
concave-convex change of adjacent boundary; chain code information can be taken
full advantage for separating fruits; Fruits are occluded by leaves and branches and its
boundary is brought about some marked concave points, which will influence
extraction and match of concave points.
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